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Abstract
Authors’ and collaborators have continued research concerning stretching, the flexibility of thoracic spine. In this study,
author himself continued our stretching protocol for 4 months. The changes were i) the spreading degree of open legs, ii)
bridge posture bending the whole body backward, iii) finger floor distance (FFD) with 3 to 18cm. The purpose was selfverification by habituation training, and clinical efficacy was found. For other effects, he has not been injured for the
period as soccer player at all, and has felt comfortable operation subjectively. This process will be beneficial for
managing various patients and athletes from now.
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INTRODUCTION
Human can perform a variety of movements,
which are from adequate smooth behaviors of the trunk
and extremities. Our trunk consists of basically three
parts including thorax, spine and pelvis [1].
Furthermore, all kinds of joints are involved in our
smooth movements, such as facet, costal and sacroiliac
joints [2]. Then, flexibility is an important factor for
satisfactory function [3]. When we want to move freely
as we like, some training for stretching would be
necessary, especially in subjects on some sports and
patients with orthopedic problems [4].
In recent years, the authors' group has
continued medical practice and research on sports
orthopedics, rehabilitation, educational seminar and
workshop for various subjects with all ages [5, 6].
Among them, there were some reports concerning
stretching, the flexibility of thoracic spine and spinal
column [7]. In the case of Masters athletics, highimpact running styles are prone to injury, and we have
reported recommendations for biaxial and push running
styles [8].
The first author himself has been a soccer
player from elementary school, and has suffered from
constant physical injuries for long years. For every

situation, his coaches and managers often pointed out
the necessity for stretching exercise. Regarding our
recent work for sports clinic and rehabilitation, there are
actually many requests from various subjects to
"improve flexibility to prevent injuries" [9]. It seems to
be important that to teach and make them understood
the mechanism of stiff body, injury and adequate
stretching method [10].
In order to indicate persuasive stretch methods,
the author has actually tried to make a habit of
stretching and training. Consequently, this article
presents the key points of injury and stretching.
Protocol
1. Purpose of this intervention trial: The purpose of
this intervention is self-verification by habituation
training [11]. The training contents in this trial are
classified into two aspects. One is mainly
stretching to increase flexibility, and the other is
strength training to increase stability [12]. In
addition, we conducted some trainings to improve
physical manipulation. For this situation, two
specific goals were speculated as follows: i) to
indicate a model movement for teaching athletes
with one’s own body, and ii) to change the
physical body that was often injured as the result
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of voluntary training.
Training implementation content manual: The
content of the training is the stretching and
training methods that our rehabilitation group has
traditionally continued and performed so far.
There are several textbooks by Moriyasu et al.,
[13]. "Habituation training" was conducted by the
standard method. Regarding stretching, we have
focused more on "frequency rather than one time"
and carried out using the leisure time.
Three tests to compare: Three tests were compared
before and after the intervention to determine the
effectiveness of stretching training. The three
methods are i) open legs and compare the degree
of spread of bilateral legs, ii) perform a bridge
posture bending the whole body backward and
compare the degree, iii) evaluate Finger Floor
Distance (FFD) with upper body forward with the
hand on the floor. These three tests were
conducted for comparing the degree of stretching
and bending back and forth.

RESULT
Along the protocol, the intervention was
conducted and three markers were compared between 0
month and 4 months. The changes in these were as
follows (Figure-1).

i.

ii.

iii.

Open legs: When comparing before and after, the
degree of open legs seems to be increased in the
latter. Essentially, this assessment must meet three
criteria: a) with the elbows on the floor, b) with
the toes facing forward, and c) with the knees not
bent. The posture at 0 month did not satisfy the
element a) and b) due to the lack of flexibility, and
then it is difficult to make a strict comparison. The
factors a-c) were met in the posture at 4 months,
which can be used as an evaluation standard.
Bridge posture: After the intervention, the elbows
were no longer flexed with stretched straight, the
distance between the hands and feet was
narrowed, and the floor-to-umbilical height was
increased. These showed the increased flexibility.
Finger Floor Distance (FFD): The change in FFD
was from +3 cm to +18 cm, showing an
improvement in flexibility.

Another beneficial effect was present, where
the author himself has not been injured at all in this
season for playing soccer and futsal. Furthermore, he
realized that he felt his complete and easy operation of
the body as the same level as he was a younger soccer
player before, which was from subjective impression.

Fig-1: The changes in the flexibility after the intervention trial of Upper: open legs, middle: bridge posture, low: FFD

DISCUSSION

Fig-2: The impact power from the ground in the case of
short distance sprinting

Various sports injuries are seen in the field of
sports clinical practice. Of these, the "strong impact"
applied to the body is thought to be the cause in many
cases. An example can be shown in athletics sprints
[14]. Strong power is applied to the ground and the
repulsive force returned to the body is used to move
forward (Fig-2). The stronger the force returned to the
body, the stronger the impact on the body and the
greater the risk of injury. Thus, if the shock absorption
cannot disperse, strong stress may accumulate in weak
or unstable parts of the body, leading to injuries and
pain such as tissue damage [15]. It is the role of
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flexibility to absorb and disperse this strong impact.
Greater flexibility helps to prevent various injuries.
Two functions are important in exercise and
sports movements, which are strength and flexibility
[16]. The former maintains stability to support the body
and exerts power for exercise. The latter keeps mobility
for smooth movement and determines the range of
motion. The balance between them has been
indispensable. If one side is increased, high
performance cannot be achieved and the burden on the
body increases.
For example, even a strong rugby player with
low flexibility can move less and increase the risk of
joint injury [17]. Even a highly flexible rhythmic
gymnast can be injured by excessive movement if the
muscles supporting the body are insufficient. From the
above, combining flexibility and muscle strength seems
to be a necessary condition for injury prevention.
Human body has a tendency of narrowing the
range of motion of muscles and joints that are not used
on a daily basis [18]. In other words, if one always uses
joints, one can move them smoothly and maintain high
flexibility. Conversely, if one uses joints infrequently,
the joints will show less flexibility. Thus, it is important
to increase the frequency of stretching every day and
make it a habit for greater flexibility [19]. For example,
it is easier to improve flexibility by stretching for 10
minutes x 6 times or 5 minutes x 12 times, rather than
stretching for 60 minutes x 1 time a day.
There are various cases in the clinical setting.
Even if one continues stretching every day, one can see
that the flexibility does not improve easily [20]. One of
the reasons for this would be that muscles with rather
tense and stiff for long are difficult to stretch and
contract smoothly. In other words, muscles that are
highly tense and unable to stretch or contract are less
responsive. In such cases, start by relaxing the muscles.
If the muscle with tension can be vibrated to some
degree, it may gradually loosen and become easier to
stretch [21].

order to prevent injuries, it is important to practice
stretching and muscle training for long. This article will
be hopefully one of the references for developing future
research.
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